With Chrome OS, set your organization up for the future of work as you
migrate to a cloud-first workforce and decrease legacy dependencies.
● Deploy Chrome OS 76% faster than Windows 101
● Save employees up to 3 hours per week compared to legacy devices2
● Reduce IT overhead and save up to $482 less per device, annually3

The combination of Chromebooks and Citrix provided our employees
with the flexibility and security to access Synchrony business
applications remotely. We knew if we could enable those logins
remotely and securely, then remote work could move forward. Our
intention is to use Chromebooks as the primary device for employees,
even when they return to the office.”
Greg Simpson, CTO at Synchrony Financial
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Access to apps employees need
●

●

Access legacy Windows apps through
VDI services like Citrix, VMware,
Cameyo, Nutanix, Itopia, and Workspot.
Access cloud-based apps through
the browser by logging in with a
Google Cloud Identity or third party
identity solution

Fast device deployment & manage
remotely
●

●

●

●

Deploy fast with no imaging required,
as devices automatically download
apps, settings, and bookmarks stored
in a user’s cloud profile
Gradually roll out security and feature
updates to devices or set to
automatically install

●

●

●

●

Reduce employee interruptions and
downtime with updates that install in
the background
Give employees more choice with a
wide range of modern devices that
don’t slow down over time

Stay prepared for the future
●

●

●

Future-proof your investments as
you prepare to move workers to
cloud-based apps
Enhance mobility with versatile
devices that help your organization
adapt to more flexible or remote
way of working
Reduce your legacy and Windows
device footprint

Manage devices, control updates,
and set 300+ policies from anywhere,
even remotely, through the easy to
use Google Admin console
Remotely disable devices if they are lost
or stolen and post a message that lets
the finder know where to return it

Built-in and proactive security
●

Better employee experience

Keep devices secure with Google’s
built-in Titan-C security chip and virus
protection.
Additional layer of protection with
encrypted storage and verified boot
that ensures the OS has not been
tampered with.
Learn more about Chrome OS security
here.
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Find out more about the
virtualization solutions below
and how to implement:
Citrix

Itopia

VMware

Workspot

Cameyo

Nutanix

